
BEER
LIST

THE OTHER OPTIONS
BEERS ON TAPBEERS ON TAP

           BEER TO GO

10 SERIES SAMPLER
10 beers in one visit to the pub. Includes all staff picks of what we drink after 
work. A variety of beers brewed on-site and at our other pubs. Reference the 
Sampler #'s on the inside of the menu. - 13 

5 SERIES SAMPLER
Your chance to try any 5 beers that pique your interest. Choose wisely! Ask our 
staff for help - 8

INTERESTED IN HOSTING AN EVENT?
Please email Mark.Stewart@10Barrel.com for details and availability.

 CHARITY OF THE MONTH
Come join us on Tuesday, March 27th, 5-9pm in support of this month's local  
charity. You can contribute all month long by purchasing one of our 'Do Good, 
Drink Beer' shirts for $20. 
10 Barrel - Denver is proud to partner with local charities every month! 
Our Charity Partner this month is...

GIRLS ON THE RUN OF THE ROCKIESJ

 
Girls on the Run® is a 501(c)3 physical activity-based positive youth develop-
ment (PA-PYD) program designed to develop and enhance girls’ social, psycho-
logical, and physical competencies to successfully navigate life experiences. 
The Girls on the Run® program combines training for a 5k with an interactive 
curriculum targeting the promotion of competence, confidence, connection, 
character, caring, and contribution.

Girls on the Run® creates a psychologically safe environment for girls to learn 
about themselves, connect with others, and contribute to the community. Focus 
on competition and ability in physical activity contexts is often a barrier for 
participation for girls.  Girls report more enjoyment, satisfaction and positive 
relationships with others in climates focused on improvement, skill mastery, 
effort, and peer support.

UPDATED 3/15/18

22OZ BOTTLES:
Sinistor - 6
Rose Bois - 22
Femme De La Rouge - 22
Double Chocolate Stout  -16
Pyka - 16

6-PACKS:
Apocalypse IPA - 10    
JOE IPA - 10                             
Pub Beer -9
Cucumber Crush-13
Raspberry Crush-13

GROWLERS:
64oz Glass- Empty - 8
Glass + Fill  - 15
32oz Glass-Empty - 5
Glass + Fill - 10

FIFTY/FIFTY GROWLERS:
Fifty/Fifty 64oz -w/ Fill - 45

SESSION                                                                                         

PUT ME IN, KOELSCH!* 
GERMAN-STYLE KOELSCH / IBU 25 / ABV 4.9%  
Light, crisp, refreshing golden ale.  Perfectly balanced and well rounded, this is 10 
Barrel Denver's all day, every day go to beer.  - 6   
 
RINO DELUXE* 
AMERICAN PALE ALE / IBU 35 / ABV 5.5%  
Brewed with grain from local malt house Root Shoot, and a beautiful balance of 
hops, this bright and citrusy pale is the real deal.  - 6 

EASY TIGER* 
SESSION ALE / IBU 20 / ABV 4.5%  
Somtimes you need a beer. Not too hoppy, not too malty, just right. This is your 
BEER. Easy tiger, don't over think it. - 6   
                                                                                                                 
PRINZ PILS* 
GERMAN-STYLE PILS / IBU 37 / ABV 5%   
A perfectly harmonious expression of beer's four main ingredients: malt, hops, 
water, and yeast. None overtakes the others, but they're all ready to party! - 6

TRAIL BEER 
NORTHWEST PALE ALE / IBU 60 / ABV 5%   
Fresh pine, ripe lemons, and prominent undertones of papaya and pineapple 
pervade this hoppy patio pounder, leaning on just enough malt backbone to 
truly make this a session beer. #DrinkTrailBeer  - 6 

DARKER
SINISTOR 
BLACK ALE / IBU 28 / ABV 5.7% 
This beer has been around almost as long as the brewery. Don't be fooled by the 
name, this dark beer is light bodied and smooth with hints of chocolate and coffee. 
S1nist0r has an "ask for it by name" cult following. -6      
                                                              
SANTO*
ROBUST PORTER WITH SPICES / IBU 38 / ABV  6.6% 
A magical blend of malts marry with hints of cinnamon and cumin in this delectably 
chocolately porter. (SERVED IN A SNIFTER) - 6 

NITRO
BIGGIE SMALLS * 
AMERICAN DRY STOUT / IBU 30 / ABV 4.2% 
Silky smooth, small in stature and big on flavor, this Guinness-like stout impresses 
with bold malt notes of coffee and toasted bread.- 6

COLD COMPANION
OATMEAL STOUT / IBU 22 / ABV 5.1% 
As the weather turns cold our choices in beer get darker.  Oatmeal adds a 
silkiness to the body of this Stout as well as a nutty, toasty character that perfectly 
compliments the roasty espresso notes from the dark malts. - 6

BARREL-AGED
SCHATZI* 
BARREL-AGED SAISON / IBU 20 / ABV 6.1% 
After four months in Chardonnay barrels, this classic saison blooms with notes 
of granny smith apples, apricots and lightly toasted oak. With a refreshingly tart 
finish this is inde5ed a little treasure. This is Kay's very first Barrel-Aged beer here 
at 10 Barrel. Order one and be a part of history! 
(SERVED IN A SNIFTER) - 7 (NO GROWLER FILLS)

*Brewed onsite at 10 Barrel Denver by Kay Witkiewicz DARKER

SAMPLER #8

SAMPLER #8

SAMPLER #8

HOPS
JOE 
IPA / IBU 70 / ABV 6.9% 
This IPA was formally known as SAM named after its hops: Simcoe, Amarillo 
& Mosaic; but we were told this would be a trademark issue with a large craft 
brewery out of the Northeast so we had to change it. We cycled through a bunch 
of generic names; Bob, Tom, Dick, until we finally arrived on the perfect name for 
this IPA... JOE.  -6 

APOCALYPSE 
IPA / IBU 70 / ABV 6.8%  
This west Coast style IPA is our flagship beer. We can talk about how good it is, 
but we'd rather you just give it a run for yourself. Apocalypse Now! -5 
                                                                                                                                           
ALL WAYS DOWN* 
IPA / IBU 40 / ABV 6.9%  
Brewed in collaboration with Rome SDS Snowboards, this beer is liquid proof that 
IPA's don't need to be hazy in order to be juicy AF.  Hop notes of orange zest, 
honeysuckle, and apricots shine through a soft malt backbone. -6

HOPSTEPPER* 
WEST-COAST DOUBLE IPA / IBU 74 / ABV 8.5%  
Bone-crushingly hoppy with notes of raspberry sorbet, blueberries, white wine and 
pine. Either you are ready for it or not!. (SERVED IN A SNIFTER) -8

CONCRETE JUNGLE* 
EXTRA PALE ALE / IBU 40 / ABV 6.5%  
Lusciously hopped yet supremely balanced, this lupulin laden beer exhibits notes of 
blood orange, fresh geraniums and papaya. Take a break from the concrete jungle 
of Denver and relax.  - 6 
 
SECRET SAUCE #6* 
AMERICAN IPA / IBU 55 / ABV 6.8%  
As 2018's first version of our ever-evolving IPA series, Secret Sauce, this one  
features hop notes of strawberry, ruby red grapefruit, and lemon. - 6 

WILD CARD
BLACKBELLY* 
HICKORY SEA SALT GOSE / IBU 5 / ABV 4% 
Rustic and simple, yet entirely unique! This traditional German style is tart, salty 
and a touch smokey.  (SERVED IN A SNIFTER) - 6

CUCUMBER CRUSH 
AMERICAN SOUR/ IBU 10 / ABV 5% 
What is more refreshing then a cold glass of tap water? A cold glass of 
cucumber tap water. I think you know where we are going here… we added 
cucumbers to our Sour Berliner Weiss to give you a nice refreshing substitute to 
tap water. - 6                                                                                                                          

GOGGLE TAN 
INDIA RED ALE / IBU 65 / ABV 5.6% 
While equally a sign of dedication and negligence, the almighty Goggle Tan 
is the mark of a true ski hill hero. This is the perfect IRA to have in your cooler. 
With an assertive hop taste, medium body, and hints of apricot and caramel, this 
IRA will have you missing spring skiing long after the snow has melted. But your 
badge of honor, the Goggle Tan, lives on. Wear it proudly! - 6

LONG TIME LISTENER (FIRST TIME CALLER)* 
TROPICAL WINTER WARMER / IBU 55 / ABV 8.2% 
Lush notes of wheat and fresh biscuits combine with loads of Southern Hemisphere 
hops to create a liquid version of coconut shortbread with a papaya glaze.   
Winter can wait when you're on island time! (SERVED IN A SNIFTER) - 6 

FLY VIXEN* 
PRESERVED LEMON SAISON / IBU 30 / ABV 5.8% 
Fried chicken's perfect partner. This beer is a rustic saison, infused with 80 lbs. of 
preserved lemons that our chef Kiel has produced over the past month. Not sour, 
but rich in lemon aroma and flavor. She will steal your palate and your heart! - 6

BRILLIANT 
STRONG SOUR ALE / IBU 8 / ABV 7.8% 
FBrilliant takes the traditional German Berliner Weisse one step further... sour, tart, 
fruity and effervescent but packing a serious punch. A little different but we like 
different. 2016 World Beer Cup Gold Medal Winner. ( 
SERVED IN A SNIFTER) - 8 (NO GROWLER FILLS)
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REFILLS: 64OZ - 10 / 32OZ - 7
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